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Our debt to Colin Ward…





Our debt to Colin Ward…
• The Child in the City

• Paradise lost?

• Happy habitat revisited

• How the child sees the city

• Antiquarians, explorers, neophiliacs

• Privacy and isolation

• Adrift in the city

• A suburban afternoon

• Colonising small spaces

• Adapting the imposed environment

• Play as protest and exploration

• The specialist city

• Traffic and the child

• Wheels in the street

• Filling the shelves in the supermarket

• The girl in the background

• At school in the alien city

• The city as resource

• Town child as country child

• Four exemplary enterprises



Also - Streetwork: the Exploding School(with 
Tony Fyson),1973



Our debt to Colin Ward

• As an anarchistwho believed in people’s 
capacities to self-organize – including 
children!



Our debt to Colin Ward

• As an urban  planner who realized cities 
were being stolen from children



Our debt to Colin Ward

• As an environmental educator who 
promoted the training of teachers and others 
as facilities of children’s participation in the 
community building and the planning, 
design and management of environments. 



1. Children’s Participation

2. Child friendly legal framework

3. City-wide children’s rights 
strategy

4. Children’s rights unit or 
coordinating mechanism

5. Child impact assessment and 
evaluation

6. Children’s budget

7. Regular “State of the City’s 
Children” report

8. Making children’s rights known

9. Independent advocacy for 
children

Child Friendly Cities

The nine building blocks
of 



Children’s  political participation
in cities

A movement in Europe to fulfill the rights 
of children by improving their opportunities 
to participate in decision-making.



Children’s social participation 
in cities

• At the same time children have been losing 
everyday opportunities to participate in 
society in non-formal ways, including an 
erosion of opportunities to make decisions 
with peers about their daily activities!



Children’s place in the production of civil 
society and everyday “governance”

• Children's “citizenship” is exercised in everyday 
life, not just in the narrow domain of  children’s 
political representation 

• Social participation as a foundation of civil society

• Civil society as a foundation of  democratic 
governance  



The need to for an expanded vision of 
children’s participation by 

municipalities

Support  for both: 

children’s social participation and “governance” in 
everyday life 

Children's political participation capacities in municipal 
governance 



Not a city forchildren but a city 
with children



CHILDREN ’S POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 

There are a growing number of models around 
the world, e.g.: 
– School councils 

– City councils

– Children’s panchayats

– Children’s Political Fora



•

.

Problems with the political participation of 
children…

• The processes emphasize  “leadership” by an articulate 
elite group of children rather than multiple  types of roles for
children's engagements. 

• The absence of democratic governance within the institutions of 
children’s lives to serve as a base for municipal level representative 
groups of children.



Not just “youth ” but children of all ages:

Why?:

1.  A fear of youth and a sense of loss of control?

2. An under-estimation of young children’s 
capacities to participate?

Problems with the political participation of 
children…



TYPES OF SOCIAL PARTICIPATION OF 
CHILDREN IN CITIES

• Informal peer groups

• Festivals and other rituals

• Children’s membership organizations

• Child-run media 

• Volunteer work 

• Paid work

• Community-based organizations

• Representative Political Groups

• Child-led organizations



TYPES OF SOCIAL PARTICIPATION 
IN CITIES

• Informal peer groups
– Social play

– Children’s ‘gangs’ and ‘clubs’

– Soda stand

– Zines

– Digital social networks



TYPES OF SOCIAL PARTICIPATION …

• Festivals and other rituals
– e.g.: Halloween

– Bonfire night



TYPES OF SOCIAL PARTICIPATION …

• Children’s membership organizations
– e.g. Young Pioneers (Budapest railway)

– scouts

– youth clubs

– youth justice groups

– environmental clubs

– etc



TYPES OF SOCIAL PARTICIPATION …

• Child-run media 
– Children’s newspaper groups

– Children’s radio series

– Children’s information service (“Kidsline”)



TYPES OF SOCIAL PARTICIPATION …

• Community-based organizations
• (I.e. adult controlled community 

development groups that also include 
children as active agents)



TYPES OF SOCIAL PARTICIPATION …

• Volunteer work 
– Cooking restaurant (e.g. Amsterdam)

– Tour guides (e.g. Turkey)



TYPES OF SOCIAL PARTICIPATION …

• Paid work: 
– Newspaper delivery

– Streetchildren’s restaurant (e.g. Delhi)

– Recreation assistants 

– Tour guides (many majority world countries)





TYPES OF SOCIAL PARTICIPATION …

• Child-led organizations
Few examples in Europe and other minority 
world countries but:
– Child labor organizations

– Street children’s groups



Informal participation with 
peers in public space as the 

most important kind of social 
participation 



• Children’s individual development

• Building social capital/community

• Enabling children’s capacities to self 
organize

WHY PUBLIC SPACES FOR CHILDREN 
ARE  PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT



Children’s individual development :

• Of course -children’s individual physical, intellectual and 
emotional development through ‘free play’ (child-
directed).

• But especially – the development of children’s social skills 
and values of citizenship: cooperation, inclusiveness, 
tolerance and a sense of “co-responsibility”

WHY PUBLIC SPACES ARE IMPORTANT...



WHY PUBLIC SPACES ARE IMPORTANT...

Enabling children’s capacities to self 
organize – informal governance in the 
design of games, hobbies and sports etc.  

While these opportunities are very important, we 
are remarkably uninformed about them



Building social capital/community:

– Inclusively knowing others

– Establishing  reciprocity, trust or tolerance with 
people across social classes, cultural groups and 
ages 

WHY PUBLIC SPACES ARE IMPORTANT...



Planning cities for children’s non-formal 
social participation in public space



Improving opportunities for  children’s  non-formal 
social participation:
• Increasing children's spatial freedom by segregating traffic

• Increasing children's spatial freedom through social protection 
(“defensible space”) 

• Integrating children’s play spaces alongside  adult spaces

• Creating a wider range (hierarchy) of play spaces

• Maintaining small shops within residential areas

• Locating schools within communities (the issue of school  choice)

• Designing play spaces for mixed ages and abilities

• Preventing the privatization of public space

• Monitoring equity of  access to public play spaces

Planning cities for children’s social participation…



Planning cities for children’s social participation…

Increasing children’s spatial freedom and 
opportunities to play and self organize in public 
space:







Being called in



Children still play in the
streets and 

sidewalks of many Majority 
World cities today  - until 

paved roads arrive! 

Segregation of Traffic

Planning cities for children’s social participation…



Traffic 
segregation:  

“child friendly 
city” in Germany



Traffic segregation: 
Woonerf, The 
Netherlands





Planning cities for children’s social participation…
Not segregated from adults

A child friendly community in Iquitos, Peru



Not segregated from adults: The location of shops

Planning cities for children’s social participation…



The segregation and social control of children 
through playgrounds:

The history of playgrounds provides valuable lessons on 
society’s goals for children as citizens and citizens-in-
waiting.  



The streets and sidewalks 
were for children, as well as 

adults, in the past



Profession of recreation created to socialize children as 
“good citizens”





But there were many “playworkers” when play was on the streets. Even 
children commonly cared for each other. (Manhattan, 1912)



Why were streets 
more attractive to 
children than 
playgrounds?

• Not distant  from home

• Non-formal involvement 
of friendly adults in their 
lives.

• Not segregated by age

• Play controlled by children 
with children, not 
programmed  by recreation 
staff 



• Security for their children became the paramount 
concern of parents in the 1980’s



Hovering parents 



Why public playgrounds?

– Removing troublesome children, promoting good 
social and moral values and reducing juvenile  crime 
(from the 1890’s)

– Providing for physical health and development for 
the poor(from 1890’s)

– Building citizenship and community  for all (from 
1930’s) 

– Racial integration (1960’s and 70’s)
– Cognitive development and creativity (Late 1960’s 

and early 1970’s)
– Protecting children from social dangers (attack, 

kidnapping, drugs, crime and bad influences from the 
late 1970’s).

– Creating settings for parent-child interaction? (from 
the 1980’s)

The Changing rationale for creating playgrounds in New York:



A wider range 
(hierarchy) of types of 
play spaces

A “play garden” in New York City

Planning cities for children’s social participation…



Promoting social play with adults: family play spaces in 
cities and commercial centres?



Avoiding segregation by age:

• The range of settings where 
children are segregated by age  is 
increasing: after-school ‘education’ , 
play and recreation.

• Mixed age groups are valuable for 
learning between children and for the 
building of  communities

Planning cities for children’s social participation…



Planning cities for children’s social participation…

Avoiding segregation by ability:



• Including Children with Special Needs



Avoiding social 
exclusion:  the 
privatisation of play
The growth of 
private after-school 
programs and of 
commercial play 
settings

Planning cities for children’s social participation…



Designing physical affordances to enable 

social interaction

Planning cities for children’s social participation…



Some different environmental 
qualities that afford different 

kinds of play
• Play equipment
• Topography
• Vegetation
• Water
• Sand
• Toys and tools





Girls’ dam building



 Play affordances - community garden

games with rules

cooperative

fantasy

construction

sensory

fine motor

gross motor

 Play affordances - park

games w ith rules

cooperative

fantasy

construction

sensory

fine motor

gross motor

 Play affordances - landscaped play area

games w ith rules

cooperative

fantasy

construction

sensory

fine motor

gross motor



A fine grained 
landscape close to 
children's homes



Water and sand and social participation



Inavale – snow fort



Adventure  playgrounds reintroduced opportunities for 
children to have some control over the environment and to 

plan activities with peers

•



““““LOOSE PARTSLOOSE PARTSLOOSE PARTSLOOSE PARTS”””” tools for tools for tools for tools for ““““free playfree playfree playfree play”””” where the play where the play where the play where the play 
agenda is not dictated to children by the designer but agenda is not dictated to children by the designer but agenda is not dictated to children by the designer but agenda is not dictated to children by the designer but 

allows groups of children to selfallows groups of children to selfallows groups of children to selfallows groups of children to self----organize their activities.organize their activities.organize their activities.organize their activities.



Natural environments as settings 
for spontaneous play and self-

organisation



Greening 
schoolgrounds



Un-planning the landscape: wild 
versus controlled Space



Wildlands in Nottingham, England



• Wildland in Utrecht, The Netherlands



Small “play 
gardens”, close 
to homes (New 
York City)



THE PARTICIPATORY ASSESSEMNT, 
PLANNING AND DESIGN OF CHILD 

FRIENDLY COMMUNITIES 









Inter -generational research and 
planning for children’s play





Adult support for children’s 
capacities for everyday self-

governance 

Non-authoritarian guidance by:

• Playworkers

• Streetworkers

• Some youth workers

• Some schoolteachers



Facilitating, not directing children's social interaction 

• Playworkers are one of the few types of professionals 
who are trained to support children's capacities to self-
organize. 

• They support children’s play and spontaneous social 
activities rather than direct it.



Under instructions from a child with a visual impairment, a playworker
pushes him around so that he can become familiar with the layout of the 

environment. Chelsea Adventure Playground, London 



A playworker liberates children to play in a Tokyo 
Adventure Play Park




